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WE ARE PROUD TO REVEAL THE NEW 2022
RANGE OF TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING
AND ACCESSORIES. WE CONTINUE TO
FOCUS ON OUR PROVEN DESIGN, RESEARCH,
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT TO DELIVER
BEST IN CLASS PRODUCTS FOR EVERY RIDING
STYLE AND MOTORCYCLE.
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LYNWOOD GTX JACKET MLTS21308
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ROADSTER

ADVENTURE / TOURER

RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK

MODERN CLASSICS

GLOVES

MERCHANDISE

ACCESSORIES

RIDER BACKPACK
COLLECTION

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

TRIUMPH TECHNICAL
OVERVIEW
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TRIUMPH TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
Reflects direct light – increased rider visibility in dark conditions.

High performance insulation – stay warm, dry and
comfortable in tough conditions.

Space saving – packs down neatly into its own pocket.

Durable water repellent coating.

Waterproof protection – heat sealed tape applied to seams
to prevent water leaking through.

The Affix Series enables the rider to select a unique layering system that offers
the flexibility to create a bespoke product based on the rider’s needs in terms of
price, climate and performance requirements. Having a versatile layering system
is essential for the motorcycle rider as it creates a micro-climate that surrounds
your body and allows you to maintain a comfortable core body temperature.

Added weather protection for the rider.

Airflow tech – allows the rider to vent cool air around the body.

Triumph’s unique Affix Series allows for complete interconnectivity between the
various insulation options and the full Adventure jacket line. Simply choose your
outer, choose your insulation pieces to suit your requirements then combine
together. As your performance needs change, simply take one insulation piece
out and swap it for another to maintain optimal performance and comfort.
The insulation pieces work by trapping small pockets of warm air which block
body heat from escaping, combined with a layering system ensures ultimate
temperature stability with no effort. Each insulation piece can also be worn
separately when off the bike for maximum versatility.
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TRIUMPH TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
Triumph TriTech technology garments generally have 3 layers: an outer,
a membrane and a breathable lining, in all cases robust seam sealing
is used to ‘tape’ over the construction stitch lines and close any tiny
holes that the needle has made and which water could leak through.
OUTER LAYER
This is the main fabric which
is intended to protect the rider
from elements and when used
in conjunction with CE certified
protectors has been tested
for impact abrasion and tear
strength too. These are usually
treated with DWR to allow the
water to bead up and roll off
to avoid heavy absorption
of water.
SIZE GUIDE

MEMBRANE
This is the key part of a
waterproof garment that
stops the water droplets
from entering through but
allows perspiration out
for breathability.

LINING
Usually this is a mesh fabric,
it is loose on a jacket with
floating membrane such as
the Cranbourne jacket; and
bonded to the membrane
and outer fabric on a
3-layer construction.

WATERPROOF

BREATHABILITY

Waterproof ratings are
measured in millimetres,
during testing once a fabric
starts to leak water the height
is measured to calculate
how waterproof a fabric is.
So for example if the number
is 10,000mm (10K), then the
water column has achieved a
water column of 10 metres high.

Breathability is measured in
grams and calculates the grams
of water that can pass through
a square metre of fabric in a
24 hour period. For example,
5,000g (5k) equals 5,000 grams
of water has passed through
over a 24 hour period. The
higher the number the more
breathable the fabric is.

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

TriTech technology offers a range of fully waterproof and breathable products
that meet the needs of all riders. TriTech technology comes in different variants
and levels of performance to suit multiple end use requirements, from a membrane
lining to more breathable and more technical 3-layer fabric construction.
The levels of waterproofing and breathability vary to cater for the end use.
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TRIUMPH TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

PREMIUM
PARTNER
SHIP

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

AN INDUSTRY LEADER IN DEVELOPING IMPACT
PROTECTION, TO OFFER OUR RIDERS PREMIUM
MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING.
D3O® specialise in delivering high performance impact protection solutions,
working with world-leading brands and organisations. The quality of their
CE certified motorcycle gear resulted in Triumph becoming an early partner,
as well as the first motorcycle manufacturer brand to integrate D3O®
technology into a number of armoured gloves.
The core product, sometimes referred to as ‘the orange goo’, is a putty-like
dilatant. It acts like a liquid in its raw form where the material’s molecules
flow freely, allowing it to be soft and flexible, but put on impact the molecules
lock together to dissipate impact energy and reduce transmitted force.
When working on motorcycle protectors, D3O’s team of material scientists
skilfully mix the core ingredient with various polymer blends to develop high
quality products containing certain elements that are unique to motorcycling
needs. The result is limb, back and hand protectors that provide riders with
a significant level of protection without compromising comfort and flexibility.
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TRI-VENTILATION TECHNOLOGY OFFERS IMPROVED
BREATHABILITY TO KEEP YOU COOL WHILE RIDING.

OTHER D3O® CERTIFIED PRODUCTS IN THE RANGE
LP1
•	Highly ventilated geometry in this lightweight, low proﬁle,
Level 1 certiﬁed limb protector

The D3O® BP4 is a highly breathable, durable back
protector that exceeds CE Level 1 certification.
An exceptionally soft and flexible back protector,
the BP4 is the most breathable back protector
on the market, delivering 34% more breathability
than the next best competitor.
The tapered outer edges allow for a closer, more
comfortable fit to the wearer, and also create less
visual read through once inside of the garment.

HIP

KNEE

ELBOW

• D3O® patented technology

• H
 ighly ventilated geometry for
increased breathability
• Lightweight design for wearer comfort
• 3 sizes available
CHEST – FULL

CHEST – DIVIDED

GHOST
•D
 3O® GhostTM is the thinnest and most flexible limb protector
range from D3O®

SIZE GUIDE

DESIGNED FOR IMPROVED
AIRFLOW

HIP

KNEE

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

and ventilation for the chest

• C
 ertified to exceed performance requirements
of EN 1621-2:2014 (Level 1) in ambient, wet,
optional cold (-10°C) and winter sports (-20°C)

TAPERED EDGES FOR
BETTER INTERGRATION

SHOULDER

CP1
• L ow proﬁle, optimised design to provide maximum protection

BP4 FEATURES

FLEXIBLE, ERGONOMIC
DESIGN

TRIUMPH TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

INTRODUCING BP4
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SOLID PROTECTION
GORE-TEX® performance garments are made with tough laminates that offer durable
protection. All of which means you can focus more on getting out there and making
the most of what nature has to offer.

WE’RE WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH GORE-TEX®,
THE GLOBALLY RENOWNED ‘ALL-WEATHER’
PROTECTION SPECIALIST, TO PROVIDE A
COLLECTION OF PERFORMANCE GARMENTS SO
YOU CAN GET THE MOST OUT OF EVERY RIDE.
GORE-TEX® 3-Layer Technology ensures the garment is extremely light
and has less bulk than regular GORE-TEX® garments with a fixed internal
membrane. 3-Layer GORE-TEX® products use a laminate construction in
which a special GORE-TEX® membrane is bonded to the outer textile as
well as a backer material on the inside.

DURABLY WATERPROOF
Even when the rain is as heavy as it gets you can trust the protection of GORE-TEX®
performance garments and their GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOUR DRY™ promise. You get
guaranteed waterproof protection throughout your garment’s entire useful lifetime.

TOTALLY WINDPROOF

When riding across an exposed environment or in the peak of a storm, cold wind can
drop your body temperature fast. GORE-TEX® performance products protect you from
all wind — even the strongest gales.

SEAM SEALING

Protection for a truly waterproof product depends on more than just the fabric.
Every stitch in a seam is a potential leak, that’s why for maximum waterproof protection
we rely on Gore-seam tape. Every seam in GORE-TEX® garments and gloves are sealed
by specially trained manufacturers.

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

TRIUMPH TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

LASTING BREATHABILITY

When you have to face heavy or continuous rain, GORE-TEX® performance garments
remain very breathable. That means your comfort stays high, no matter how hard
you push yourself, no matter the weather you are in. The breathability also stays
effective even after frequent use and wash.
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ONE GLOVE. TWO OPTIONS – WATERPROOF AND BREATHABLE
GORE-TEX® gloves with Gore 2in1 Technology are durably waterproof, windproof
and breathable – guaranteed. Their innovative construction with two different
chambers makes it easy and convenient to change between direct grip and warmth.
Thanks to their innovative construction with two different chambers, gloves
engineered with GORE-TEX® inserts with Gore 2in1 Technology offer an easy and
convenient choice between two features that used to be considered incompatible:
warmth and grip. In the warm chamber the insulation provides warmth for your
fingers – the ideal solution for cold conditions, sensitive hands or low activity
levels. In the grip chamber, the insulation covers only on the back of the hand.
This means optimum tactility, increased breathability and easy heat release on
three sides.

TRIUMPH TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

GORE-TEX GLOVES
GORE 2in1 TECHNOLOGY

GLOVES ENGINEERED WITH GORE-TEX
INSERTS AND Gore 2in1 TECHNOLOGY
• Warm chamber provides warmth
for your fingers

•	Grip chamber provides optimum
tactility and easy heat release

•	Durability waterproof, windproof
and breathable – guaranteed

LINTON GTX GLOVES MGVS21119
SIZE GUIDE
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The result being drier hands at high activity levels or in warmer conditions,
an optimum grip on the throttle and best dexterity for handling zippers,
helmets, bags, etc. All GORE-TEX® products carry our GUARANTEED TO KEEP
YOU DRY™ promise.
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TRIPLE SPORTS JACKET MLES2202
TRIPLE SPORTS LEATHER PANTS MLJS2204
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NEW
REPLACEMENTS

ROADSTER

NEW

TRIPLE KNEE
SLIDERS

MFNS20535
ONE SIZE BLACK

TRIPLE PERFORATED JACKET

TRIPLE PERFORATED LEATHER PANTS
MLJS2204
28-40 BLACK

Perforated sports leather construction with TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts, removable D3O shoulder,
elbow and back protectors and new electro-plated TPU-moulded shoulder panels. Contrast colour reflective
detailing and large contemporary Triumph logo provides additional styling to complete a streamlined Roadster
look. This jacket has been designed to be worn with the Triple Perforated Black Leather Jean, the 2 pieces connect
together by a zip fastening.
CLIMATE
•	Breathable perforated leather to aid air circulation
and increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Hem adjustment
• Stretch neoprene at cuff
MAIN FABRIC
• Perforated and solid sports leather construction
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

SIZE GUIDE

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	CE certified to EN 1621-2 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
•	Option to upgrade with an EN 1621-3 D3O®
chest protector
• TPU electroplated moulded shoulder panels
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to any
Triumph pants
• Soft inserts

Superior roadster design from a perforated sports leather construction that has been crafted to include protectors
for knees and hips with additional electro-plated TPU-moulded knee panels. A mesh lining construction aids air
circulation while dark reflective inserts and contrast colouring provide better visibility.

CLIMATE
•	Breathable perforated leather to aid air circulation
and increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Waist adjustment
• Stretch neoprene at cuff
MAIN FABRIC
• Perforated and solid sports leather construction
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, hip
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 fixed protectors, knee
•	TPU electroplated moulded knee panels
FEATURES
•	Dark reflective inserts on thigh
•	Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to
any Triumph jacket
•	Triumph branded removable knee sliders
•	S oft inserts

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MLES2200
XS – XXL BLACK
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ROADSTER

NEW
REPLACEMENTS
TRIPLE KNEE
SLIDERS

MFNS20535
ONE SIZE BLACK

TRIPLE SPORT SUIT

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MLES2203
38-50 BLACK
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Perforated sports leather construction with TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts, shoulder, elbow, knee,
hip and back protectors and new electro-plated TPU-moulded shoulder panels. An aerodynamic speed hump
and large contemporary Triumph logo provides additional styling to complete a streamlined roadster look.

CLIMATE
•	Perforated leather panels to increase ventilation
• Slip mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Aerodynamic speed hump
• Stretch neoprene at cuff
MAIN FABRIC
• Perforated and solid sports leather construction
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder, elbow and hip
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 fixed protectors, knees
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 removable D3O BP4
back protector
• Option to upgrade with an EN 1621-3 D3O®
chest protector
• TPU electroplated moulded shoulder and knee panels
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Aerodynamic speed hump
• Stretch panelling for a comfortable and flexible fit
• Soft inserts
• Triumph branded removable knee sliders
SIZE GUIDE

NEW
REPLACEMENTS

ROADSTER

NEW

TRIPLE KNEE
SLIDERS

MFNS20535
ONE SIZE BLACK

TRIPLE SPORT JACKET

TRIPLE SPORT LEATHER PANTS
MLJS2201
28-40 WHITE/BLACK/RED

Sports leather construction with TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts, removable D3O® shoulder, elbow and
back protectors and new electro-plated TPU-moulded shoulder panels. Contrast colour reflective detailing and
large contemporary Triumph logo provides additional styling to complete a streamlined roadster look. This jacket
has been designed to be worn with the Triple Sport Leather Jean, the 2 pieces connect together by a zip fastening.

CLIMATE
•	Slip mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Hem adjustment
• Stretch neoprene at cuff
MAIN FABRIC
• Sports leather construction
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts
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PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	CE certified to EN 1621-2 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
•	Option to upgrade with an EN 1621-3 D3O®
chest protector
• TPU electroplated moulded shoulder panels
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to any
Triumph pants
• Soft inserts

Superior roadster design from a sports leather construction that has been crafted to include protectors for knees
and hips with additional electro-plated TPU-moulded knee panels. A mesh lining construction aids air circulation,
while dark reflective inserts and contrast colouring provide better visibility.

CLIMATE
•	Slip mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Waist adjustment
• Stretch neoprene at cuff
MAIN FABRIC
• Sports leather construction
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, hip
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 fixed protectors, knee
•	TPU electroplated moulded knee panels
FEATURES
•	Dark reflective inserts on thigh
•	Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to
any Triumph jacket
•	Triumph branded removable knee sliders
•	S oft inserts

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MLES2202
XS-XXL WHITE/BLACK/RED
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ROADSTER

NEW

NEW

TRIPLE SPORTS TRITECH JACKET

TRIPLE TRITECH PANTS

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTES2206
XS-XXL BLACK/GUNMETAL
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MTJS2207
28-40 BLACK

Refined racing styling with comfort and functionality from a jacket constructed in TriTech performance fabric
combined with TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts and breathable waterproof TriTech membrane lining.
Contrast colour reflective detailing provides increased visibility whilst jacket incorporates removable D3O® shoulder,
elbow and back protectors and new electro-plated TPU-moulded shoulder panels.

CLIMATE
•	TriTech waterproof, breathable membrane lining
•	Slip mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
• Storm cuff at sleeves
• Air vents directing air flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Hem adjustment
• Cuff adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• TriTech performance outer fabric
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	CE certified to EN 1621-2 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
•	Option to upgrade with an EN 1621-3 D3O®
chest protector
• TPU electroplated moulded shoulder panels
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to any
Triumph pants
• Soft inserts

Refined racing styling with comfort and functionality from a jean constructed in TriTech performance fabric
combined with TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts and breathable waterproof TriTech membrane lining.
Jean incorporates removable D3O® knee and hip protectors whilst contrast coloured reflective detailing
provides increased visibility.

CLIMATE
•	TriTech waterproof, breathable membrane lining
•	Slip mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
• Air vents directing air flow through
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Waist adjustment
• Hem adjustment

PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, knee and hip
FEATURES
•	Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
•	2 zip closure pockets on pants front
•	Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jacket

MAIN FABRIC
• TriTech performance outer fabric
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

SIZE GUIDE

NEW

TRIPLE SPORTS MESH JACKET

TRIPLE ROADSTER JACKET
MTES2209
XS-XXL BLACK

A black and grey road-ready look from a jacket crafted in TriTech performance fabric with slip mesh lining
to aid comfort while riding. Removable D3O® shoulder, elbow and back protectors, hem and cuff adjustment,
and dark reflective inserts on sleeve and logos add to the premium feel.

ERGONOMICS
• Hem adjustment
• Cuff adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• TriTech performance outer fabric
• Airflow mesh

SIZE GUIDE

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	CE certified to EN 1621-2 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
•	Option to upgrade with an EN 1621-3 D3O®
chest protector
• Black TPU moulded shoulder panels
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to any
Triumph pants
• Soft inserts

An all-black road-ready look from a jacket crafted in TriTech performance fabric with slip mesh lining
to aid comfort while riding. Removable D3O® shoulder, elbow and back protectors, hem and cuff adjustment,
and dark reflective inserts on sleeve and logos add to the premium feel

CLIMATE
•	Breathable mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
•	Air vents directing air flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
• Hem adjustment
• Cuff adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• TriTech performance outer fabric

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	CE certified to EN 1621-2 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
•	Option to upgrade with an EN 1621-3 D3O®
chest protector
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to any
Triumph pants
• Soft inserts

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTES2208
XS-XXL BLACK/GUNMETAL

CLIMATE
•	Breathable mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
•	Air mesh directing maximum air flow through
main body

ROADSTER

NEW
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ROADSTER
TRIPLE LEATHER JACKET

TRIPLE TRITECH JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MLPS20530
XS-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
•	TriTech waterproof, breathable membrane lining
•	Breathable mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
•	Storm cuff at sleeves
•	Air vents directing air flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Hem adjustment
• Cuff adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• TriTech performance outer fabric
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

MTPS20532
XS-XXL BLACK
PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP3 back protector
•	Option to insert D3O® chest protector
• TPU moulded shoulder panels
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to any
Triumph jean
• Soft inserts

CLIMATE
•	Breathable mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Hem adjustment
• Stretch neoprene at cuff
MAIN FABRIC
• Sports leather construction
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP3 back protector
•	Option to insert D3O® chest protector
• TPU moulded shoulder panels
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to any
Triumph jean
• Soft inserts
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ROADSTER

REPLACEMENTS
TRIPLE KNEE
SLIDERS

MFNS20535
ONE SIZE BLACK

TRIPLE MESH JACKET

TRIPLE LEATHER JEANS

CLIMATE
• TriTech removable showerproof, breathable lining
•	Breathable mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
•	Air mesh directing maximum air flow through
main body
ERGONOMICS
• Hem adjustment
• Cuff adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• TriTech performance outer fabric
• Airflow mesh

MLJS20531
28-40 BLACK
PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP3 back protector
•	Option to insert D3O® chest protector
• TPU moulded shoulder panels
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on sleeve and on logos
• Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to any
Triumph jean
• Soft inserts

CLIMATE
•	Breathable mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Strategically positioned TriStretch Aramid stretch
panels for increased comfort when riding
• Waist adjustment
• Stretch neoprene at ankle
MAIN FABRIC
• Sports leather construction
• TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric inserts

PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
D3O® protectors, knee and hip
•	TPU moulded knee panels
FEATURES
•	Dark reflective inserts on thigh
•	Two outer pockets
•	Connection zipper for attachment to
any Triumph jacket
•	Triumph branded removable knee sliders
•	S oft inserts

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTPS20533
XS-XXXL BLACK
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ROADSTER

NEW

NEW

TRIPLE SPORTS GLOVES

TRIPLE PERFORATED GLOVES

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MGVS2200-001
XXS-XXXL BLACK
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MGVS2201-001
XXS-XXXL BLACK/WHITE

An all-black roadster riding glove crafted with leather back and kangaroo leather on palm for maximum
grip and comfort, with TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric lining and vented TPU-moulded knuckle protectors.
The index fingers include conductive technology for use with smart phones and navigation systems.

CLIMATE
•	Vented knuckles for increased air flow
•	Unlined palm to maximise natural
leather’s breathability
•	Breathable perforated leather to aid air
circulation and increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Wrist adjustment
•	Double cuff adjustment
•	Pre-curved fingers
•	Cantilever to aid flexibility and movement
of the hand
MAIN FABRIC
•	Cow leather on back of hand
•	Kangaroo leather on palm for increased comfort
•	TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric lining

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594:2015
• Vented PU moulded knuckle protectors
• Leather overlays around side seam
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on fingers
• Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling details at base of fingers
and thumb

Contrast-colour Roadster riding glove crafted with perforated leather for maximum airflow, grip and comfort,
with vented TPU-moulded knuckle protectors. The index fingers include conductive technology for use with
smart phones and navigation systems.

CLIMATE
•	Vented knuckles for increased air flow
•	Unlined palm to maximise natural
leather’s breathability
•	Breathable perforated leather to aid air
circulation and increase ventilation
ERGONOMICS
•	Wrist adjustment
•	Cuff adjustment
•	Pre-curved fingers
•	Cantilever to aid flexibility and movement
of the hand

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13595:2015
• Vented PU moulded knuckle protectors
• Leather overlays around side seam
FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on index fingers
• Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling details at base of fingers
and thumb

MAIN FABRIC
•	Goat leather

SIZE GUIDE

ROADSTER
TRIPLE GLOVES

CLIMATE
•	Vented knuckles for increased air flow
•	Unlined palm to maximise natural
leather’s breathability

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594:2015
• Vented PU moulded knuckle protectors
• Leather overlays around side seam

ERGONOMICS
•	Wrist adjustment
•	Double cuff adjustment
•	Pre-curved fingers
•	Cantilever to aid flexibility and movement
of the hand

FEATURES
• Dark reflective inserts on index fingers
• Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling details at base of fingers
and thumb

MAIN FABRIC
•	Cow leather on back of hand
•	Kangaroo leather on palm for increased comfort
•	TriStretch Aramid stretch fabric lining

SIZE GUIDE
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MGVS20110
XS-XXXL BLACK/WHITE
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ROADSTER
BROOKS GLOVES

HARPTON GLOVES

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MGVS18120
XS-XXXL BLACK

CLIMATE
•	Breathable perforated leather at wrist
•	Vented knuckles and finger pieces
ERGONOMICS
•	Wrist adjustment
•	Pre-curved fingers
•	Stretch panels
MAIN FABRIC
•	Goat leather

MGVS17114
XS-XXXL BLACK
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594:2015
• Vented PU moulded knuckle protectors
• Overlays to protect side wall
FEATURES
• Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems

CLIMATE
•	High density mesh
•	Vented knuckles and finger pieces
ERGONOMICS
•	Wrist adjustment
•	Pre-curved fingers
MAIN FABRIC
•	Goat leather
•	High density polyester mesh

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594:2015
• Vented PU moulded knuckle protectors
• Overlay wraps around side seam
FEATURES
• Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
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RAPID DRY TEE
MTSS22339
XS-XXL BLACK

ROADSTER

NEW

RAPID DRY RACE TEE
MTSS22340
XS-XXL BLACK

Comfort and flexibility whilst riding is essential. Ergonomically engineered to offer maximum comfort and
wick away body sweat. The superior construction allows perspiration to evaporate away from the body.
Evaporation uses lots of energy and lowers the body temperature, this is why it is essential not to get
too sweaty but keep warm whilst riding in the cold.

Comfort and flexibility whilst riding is essential. Ergonomically engineered long sleeve tee to offer maximum
comfort and wick away body sweat. The superior construction allows perspiration to evaporate away from
the body. Evaporation uses lots of energy and lowers the body temperature, this is why it is essential not
to get too sweaty but keep warm whilst riding in the cold.

MAIN FABRIC
• 100% polyester

MAIN FABRIC
• 100% polyester

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

NEW
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TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

LYNWOOD GTX JACKET MLTS21308
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NEW

WARRIOR JACKET

INTREPID PANTS
MTJS22341
28-40 BLACK

Constructed from 2-layer TriTech shell fabric, jacket incorporates ergonomically positioned zip opening air
ventilation for increased airflow and breathability and removable D3O® Ghost shoulder and elbow protectors.
Featuring a neck brace connection system for all round functionality both on or off road.

ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction
for maximum comfort whilst riding
•	Hem adjustment
•	Wrist adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
•	2L TriTech shell outer fabric
SIZE GUIDE

PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
Ghost D3O® protectors, shoulder and elbow
•	Option to upgrade with an EN 1621-2 D3O® BP4
back protector
•	Option to upgrade with an EN 1621-3 D3O®
chest protector
•	Option to connect a protective neck brace system
FEATURES
•	Reflective logo detailing
•	2 zip closure pockets on jacket front
•	Rubberised grip material on lower back

Ergonomically engineered from 2-layer TriTech shell fabric, jean incorporates zip opening air ventilation
for increased airflow and breathability and removable D3O® Ghost knee and hip protectors. Featuring front
opening knee protector pockets for quick removable of knee protectors.

CLIMATE
•	Constructed from 2-layer TriTech shell fabric.
TriTech offers high levels of waterproof
and breathability
•	Slip mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
•	Air vents directing flow through
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped pants construction
for maximum comfort whilst riding
•	Ankle adjustment
•	Waist adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
•	2L TriTech shell outer fabric

PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 17092
•	CE certified to EN 1621-1 removable ventilated
Ghost D3O® protectors, knee and hip
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 zip closure pockets on pants front

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTPS22306
XS – XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
•	Constructed from 2-layer TriTech shell fabric.
TriTech offers high levels of waterproof
and breathability
•	Slip mesh lining to aid air circulation and
increase ventilation
•	Storm cuff at sleeves
•	Multiple air vents directing flow through main body

ADVENTURE TOURER

NEW
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ADVENTURE TOURER

NEW

GOTHAM JERSEY

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTSS22300
XS-XL BLACK/WHITE/GOLD

NEW

RETRO JERSEY

MTSS22310
XS-XL BLACK/WHITE/GOLD

Constructed from ultra-light advanced polyester stretch mesh and featuring a shaped back panel
for a secure and comfortable fit. Stylised sublimated print throughout with arched Triumph Motorcycles
lettering in gold on the chest and iconic striped sleeves.

Constructed from ultra-light advanced polyester stretch mesh and featuring ergonomically positioned
mesh panels for increased ventilation, a shaped back panel for a secure and comfortable fit and stretch
wrist cuffs. Stylised sublimated print throughout with Triumph Motorcycles lettering in gold on the chest.

MAIN FABRIC
• 100% polyester

MAIN FABRIC
• 100% polyester
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ADVENTURE TOURER

NEW

MTSS22333
XS-XL BLACK/RED/WHITE
Constructed from ultra-light advanced polyester stretch mesh and featuring shaped back panel for a secure
and comfortable fit and stretch wrist cuffs. Stylised sublimated print throughout with Triumph Motorcycles
lettering on the chest.

MAIN FABRIC
• 100% polyester

ALDER GTX JACKET
MTPS21301
XS-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Constructed from 3-layer GORE-TEX® fabric –
GORE-TEX® product technology is both durably 		
waterproof and windproof
•	Optimised breathability provides a high degree
of protection and comfort
•	GORE-TEX® garments have a water-resistant treatment
called DWR applied to the outer fabric which allows the
water to bead up and roll off the fabric
• Fixed internal breathable AirFlow mesh lining
• Removable thermal insulation liner
• Affix Series compatible
• Removable down-filled storm collar
• Storm cuff at sleeves
• Air vents directing flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction for maximum
comfort whilst riding
•	Sleeve adjustment for a personal fit, whilst helping
to maintain the correct position of the protectors
•	Soft inserts on the upper sleeve for aerodynamic flow
• Waist adjustment

SIZE GUIDE

MAIN FABRIC
• GORE-TEX® 3-Layer outer fabric
•	Texland stretch fabric on inner sleeve for comfort and
flexibility with an internal GORE-TEX® LTD liner
• Texland reinforced fabric on shoulder panels
PROTECTION
• CE certified low profile (invisible protection) removable
Airflow D3O® shoulder protectors
•	CE certified extended removable D3O® elbow protectors
•	CE Certified removable and upgraded Airflow D3O®
BP4 back protector
•	TPU moulded shoulder panels that allow flexibility yet
offer high abrasion resistance, tear strength and low
temperature performance
• Option to insert a D3O® chest protector
• Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jeans
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 flap and zip closure pockets on jacket front
• 1 water repellent zipper pocket on left jacket flap pocket
• 1 water repellent zipper pocket on lower left sleeve
• 1 waterproof zipper pocket on internal storm flap
• 2 easy access storage pockets on side chest

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

INTREPID JERSEY
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ADVENTURE TOURER
LEITH JACKET

CRANBOURNE JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTPS21304 (BLACK) MTPS21404 (KHAKI)
XS-XXL BLACK/KHAKI
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CLIMATE
•	Constructed from 3-layer TriTech shell fabric – 		
TriTech offers high levels of waterproof
and breathability
•	A durable waterproof repellent coating has been
applied to the outer fabric which allows the water
to roll of the fabric rather than soaking in
• Fixed internal breathable AirFlow mesh lining
• Removable thermal insulation liner
• Affix Series compatible
• Storm cuff at sleeves
• Air vents directing flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction for
maximum comfort whilst riding
•	Sleeve adjustment for a controlled and personal fit,
whilst helping to maintain the correct position
of the protectors
• Waist adjustment

MTPS21306 (BLACK) MTPS21406 (KHAKI)
XS-XXXL BLACK/KHAKI
MAIN FABRIC
• 3L TriTech shell outer fabric
• Texland reinforced fabric on shoulder panels
PROTECTION
•	CE certified low profile (invisible protection)
removable Airflow D3O® shoulder protectors
• CE certified extended removable D3O®
elbow protectors
• CE Certified removable and upgraded Airflow
D3O® BP4 back protector
• Option to insert a D3O® chest protector
• Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jeans
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 flap and zip closure pockets on jacket front
• 1 waterproof zipper pocket on internal storm flap

CLIMATE
•	Constructed with a TriTech Technology waterproof
membrane lining – TriTech offers high levels of
waterproof and breathability
•	A durable waterproof repellent coating has been
applied to the outer fabric which allows the water
to roll of the fabric rather than soaking in
• Fixed internal breathable AirFlow mesh lining
• Removable thermal insulation liner
• Affix Series compatible
• Storm cuff at sleeves
• Air vents directing flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction for
maximum comfort whilst riding
•	Sleeve adjustment for a controlled and personal fit,
whilst helping to maintain the correct position
of the protectors
• Waist adjustment
• Wrist adjustment

MAIN FABRIC
• Oxford nylon outer fabric
• Texland reinforced fabric on shoulder panels
PROTECTION
•	CE certified low profile (invisible protection)
removable Airflow D3O® shoulder protectors
• CE certified extended removable D3O®
elbow protectors
• CE Certified removable and upgraded Airflow
D3O® BP4 back protector
• Option to insert a D3O® chest protector
• Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jeans
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 flap and zip closure pockets on jacket front
• 1 waterproof zipper pocket on internal storm flap

SIZE GUIDE

ADVENTURE TOURER
LYNWOOD GTX JACKET

HYTHE JACKET

CLIMATE
• Constructed from 3-layer GORE-TEX® fabric –
GORE-TEX® product technology is both durably 		
waterproof and windproof
•	Optimised breathability provides a high degree
of protection and comfort
•	GORE-TEX® garments have a water-resistant treatment
called DWR applied to the outer fabric which allows the
water to bead up and roll off the fabric rather
than soaking in
• Fixed internal breathable AirFlow mesh lining
• Removable thermal insulation liner
• Affix Series compatible
• Storm cuff at sleeves
• Air vents directing flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction for maximum
comfort whilst riding
•	Sleeve adjustment for a personal fit, whilst helping
to maintain the correct position of the protectors
• Waist adjustment

SIZE GUIDE

MLTS21310
XS-XXL BLACK
MAIN FABRIC
• GORE-TEX® 3-Layer outer fabric
•	Texland stretch fabric on inner sleeve for comfort and
flexibility with an internal GORE-TEX® LTD liner
• Texland reinforced fabric on shoulder panels
PROTECTION
• CE certified low profile (invisible protection) removable
Airflow D3O® shoulder protectors
• CE certified low profile (invisible protection)
removable D3O® elbow protectors
•	CE Certified removable and upgraded Airflow
D3O® BP4 back protector
• Option to insert a D3O® chest protector
• Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jeans
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 flap and zip closure pockets on jacket front
• 1 waterproof zipper pocket on internal storm flap

CLIMATE
•	Constructed with a TriTech Technology waterproof
membrane lining – TriTech offers high levels of
waterproof and breathability
•	A durable waterproof repellent coating has been
applied to the outer fabric which allows the water
to roll of the fabric rather than soaking in
• Fixed internal breathable AirFlow mesh lining
• Removable thermal insulation liner
• Affix Series compatible
• Storm cuff at sleeves
• Air vents directing flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction for
maximum comfort whilst riding
•	Sleeve adjustment for a controlled and personal fit,
whilst helping to maintain the correct position
of the protectors
• Waist adjustment

MAIN FABRIC
• Oxford nylon outer fabric
• Texland reinforced fabric on shoulder panels
PROTECTION
•	CE certified low profile (invisible protection)
removable Airflow D3O® shoulder protectors
• CE certified low profile (invisible protection)
removable D3O® elbow protectors
• CE certified removable and upgraded Airflow
D3O® BP4 back protector
• Option to insert a D3O® chest protector
• Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jeans
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 flap and zip closure pockets on jacket front
• 1 waterproof zipper pocket on internal storm flap

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MLTS21308
XS-XXL BLACK
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ADVENTURE TOURER

HYBRID JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MFNS21316 (MENS) MFNS21416 (LADIES)
XS – XXL BLACK
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FEATURES
• Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
•	B ody mapped technology to combine down insulated
panels with highly effective insulated grid back soft
shell fabric
• Affix Series compatible
• 700 fill that provides a high warmth to weight ratio
• 90:10 down /feather ratio
• Stretch cuff and hem
• Storm flap and chin guard
• 2 outer pockets
HYBRID JACKET MFNS21316 (MENS) MFNS21416 (LADIES)

SIZE GUIDE

ADVENTURE TOURER
SOFTSHELL JACKET

FLEECE JACKET

MFNS21314 (MENS) MFNS21414 (LADIES)
XS – XXL BLACK

Grid back softshell is an essential layering piece that brings warmth and comfort without bulk,
the grid back improves the warmth-to-weight and air flow circulation in comparison to standard softshells.
It can be worn alone or in addition to our new base layers to maintain your body’s micro-climate.

FEATURES
• Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
• Affix Series compatible
• Grid back soft shell fabric
• Stretch cuff and hem
• Storm flap and chin guard
• 2 outer pockets

ALL JACKETS PACK DOWN
INTO THEIR OWN POCKETS

Fleece fabrics are highly effective at trapping body heat and maintaining a warm and comfortable
temperature whilst wicking moisture away from the body.

FEATURES
• Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
• Affix Series compatible
• Robust fleece fabric
• Stretch cuff and hem
• Storm flap and chin guard
• 2 outer pockets

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MFNS21312 (MENS) MFNS21412 (LADIES)
XS – XXL BLACK
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ADVENTURE TOURER
DOWN JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MFNS21311 (MENS) MFNS21411 (LADIES)
XS – XXL BLACK

30

DOWN GILET

MFNS21315 (MENS) MFNS21415 (LADIES)
XS – XXL BLACK

Down insulation is one of the best products for maintaining your core body temperature.
It provides increased thermal properties and less bulk than synthetic variants as it creates
thousands of tiny air pockets which trap your warm body heat and retain this.

FEATURES
• Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
• Affix Series compatible
• 700 fill that provides a high warmth to weight ratio
• 90:10 down /feather ratio
• Stretch cuff and hem
• Storm flap and chin guard
• 2 outer pockets

FEATURES
• Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
• Affix Series compatible
• 700 fill that provides a high warmth to weight ratio
• 90:10 down /feather ratio
• Grid back soft shell fabric
• Stretch arm hole and hem
• Storm flap and chin guard
• 2 outer pockets

HYBRID JACKET MFNS21316

SIZE GUIDE

ADVENTURE TOURER
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

DOWN JACKET MFNS21411 (LADIES) MFNS21311 (MENS)
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ADVENTURE TOURER
ALDER GTX JEANS

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTJS21303
28-40 BLACK

CLIMATE
• Constructed from 3-layer GORE-TEX® fabric –
GORE-TEX® product technology is both durably 		
waterproof and windproof
•	Optimised breathability provides a high degree
of protection and comfort
•	GORE-TEX® garments have a water-resistant treatment
called DWR applied to the outer fabric which allows the
water to bead up and roll off the fabric rather
than soaking in
• Fixed internal breathable AirFlow mesh lining
• Removable thermal insulation liner
• Insulation layer on seat to avoid reverse
moisture transmission
• Air vents directing flow through main body
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction for maximum
comfort whilst riding
• Waist adjustment
• Hem adjustment

MAIN FABRIC
• GORE-TEX® 3-Layer outer fabric
•	Texland stretch fabric on inner sleeve for comfort
and flexibility with an internal GORE-TEX® LTD liner
• Texland reinforced fabric on lower ankle panels
PROTECTION
• CE certified low profile (invisible protection) removable
Airflow D3O® hip protectors
• CE certified extended removable D3O®
knee protectors
• Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jacket
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 zip closure pockets on jean front
• Easy access front opening knee protector pocket
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ADVENTURE TOURER
CANNOCK JEANS

BOWLAND JEANS

CLIMATE
•	Constructed from 3-layer TriTech shell fabric –
TriTech offers high levels of waterproof and
breathability
•	A durable waterproof repellent coating has been
applied to the outer fabric which allows the water
to roll of the fabric rather than soaking in
• Fixed internal breathable AirFlow mesh lining
• Removable thermal insulation liner
• Insulation layer on seat to avoid reverse
moisture transmission
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction for
maximum comfort whilst riding
• Waist adjustment
• Hem adjustment

MTJS21307
26-42 BLACK
MAIN FABRIC
• 3L TriTech shell outer fabric
• Texland reinforced fabric on lower ankle panels
PROTECTION
•	CE certified low profile (invisible protection)
removable Airflow D3O® hip protectors
• CE certified extended removable D3O®
knee protectors
• Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jacket
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 zip closure pockets on jean front
• 2 flap and zip closure pockets for easy access
whilst on the bike
• Easy access front opening knee protector pocket

CLIMATE
•	Constructed with a TriTech Technology waterproof
membrane lining – TriTech offers high levels of
waterproof and breathability
•	A durable waterproof repellent coating has been
applied to the outer fabric which allows the water
to roll of the fabric rather than soaking in
• Fixed internal breathable AirFlow mesh lining
ERGONOMICS
•	Ergonomically shaped jacket construction for
maximum comfort whilst riding
• Waist adjustment
• Hem adjustment

MAIN FABRIC
• Oxford nylon outer fabric
PROTECTION
•	CE certified low profile (invisible protection)
removable Airflow D3O® hip protectors
• CE certified extended removable D3O®
knee protectors
• Connection zipper to match to any Triumph jacket
FEATURES
• Reflective detailing for increased rider visibility
• 2 zip closure pockets on jean front
• Easy access front opening knee protector pocket

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTJS21305
26-42 BLACK
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ADVENTURE TOURER
ALDER GTX GLOVES

RUTLAND GTX GLOVES

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MGVS21318
XS-XXXL BLACK

CLIMATE
•	Innovative GORE-TEX® gloves with
Gore 2in1 technology
•	Dual chamber technology to offer a quick and
convenient choice between warmth and grip
•	Rubber visor wipe on index finger
ERGONOMICS
•	Wrist adjustment
•	Pre-curved fingers
•	Cantilever on knuckle area for maximum
flexibility and comfort
MAIN FABRIC
•	Stretch Nyspan outer fabric
•	Goat leather palm

MGVS21319
XS-XXXL BLACK
PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 13594:2015
•	PU moulded vented knuckles
•	Leather overlays to protect side wall

CLIMATE
•	Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX®
Z-liner membrane
•	Rubber visor wipe on index finger

PROTECTION
•	CE certified to EN 13594:2015
•	PU moulded vented knuckles
•	Leather overlays to protect side wall

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
•	Stretch panelling details
•	Reflective detailing
•	Low profile PU moulded finger pieces

ERGONOMICS
•	Wrist adjustment
•	Pre-curved fingers
•	Cantilever on knuckle area for maximum
flexibility and comfort

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
•	Stretch panelling details
•	Reflective detailing
•	Low profile PU moulded finger pieces

MAIN FABRIC
•	Stretch Nyspan outer fabric
•	Goat leather palm
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ADVENTURE TOURER
PITSFORD GLOVES

CLIMATE
•	High density 3D mesh for maximum airflow
ERGONOMICS
•	Wrist adjustment
•	Double cuff adjustment
•	Pre-curved fingers
•	Cantilever on knuckle area for maximum
flexibility and comfort
MAIN FABRIC
•	Air Mesh outer fabric
• Peforated goat leather palm

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594:2015
• PU moulded vented knuckles
• Leather overlays to protect side wall
FEATURES
• Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling details
• Reflective detailing
• Low profile PU moulded finger pieces

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MGVS2I320
XS-XXXL BLACK
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TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

RIDING
ESSENTIALS
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RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK

REFLECT LIGHT
INCREASED NIGHT-TIME VISIBILITY – BE SAFE
The Reflective Fabric is constructed from tiny glass beads that
bounce the light source such as headlights directly back to the
source rather than disperse it in all directions like a white fabric
would. This controls and intensifies the light back which ensures
increased rider visibility in dark conditions.

WITHOUT TRIUMPH REFLECTIVE
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

WITH TRIUMPH REFLECTIVE
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RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK
REFLECTIVE JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MFNA2040
XS – XXL SILVER REFLECTIVE
FEATURES
• Breathable mesh lining
• Elasticated hem and cuff
• Rubberised grip material on lower back
• Perforated sleeve panels for increased airflow
• Ergonomically shaped side panels
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
•	The Reflective Jacket is designed to go over your
current riding jacket and has been sized to fit

REFLECTIVE VEST

MFNA2041
XS – XXL SILVER REFLECTIVE
FEATURES
• Breathable mesh lining
• Elasticated hem
• Rubberised grip material on lower back
• Perforated main body for increased airflow
• Ergonomically shaped side panels
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
•	The Reflective Vest is designed to go over your
current riding jacket and has been sized to fit
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INCREASED DAYTIME VISIBILITY – BE SAFE
Natural ultraviolet rays from the sun react with fluorescent
materials within this garment, making them appear brighter
and as a result increasing visibility during the day. The effect
is stronger in low light conditions such as wet weather and fog.

RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK

HI-VIZ BE SEEN

BRIGHT BRACE

FEATURES
• Side adjustment for a perfect and controlled fit
• Robust clip fastening
• Reflective details for increased night-time visibility

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MFNA2043
XS – XXL FLURO YELLOW
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RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK
BRIGHT JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MFNA2058
XS – XXL FLURO YELLOW
FEATURES
• Breathable mesh lining
• Elasticated hem and cuff
• Rubberised grip material on lower back
• Printed reflective details for increased
night-time visibility
• Ergonomically shaped side panels
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
•	The Bright Jacket is designed to go over your
current riding jacket and has been sized to fit

BRIGHT VEST

MFNA2042
XS – XXL FLURO YELLOW
FEATURES
• Breathable mesh lining
• Elasticated hem
• Rubberised grip material on lower back
• Printed reflective details for increased
night-time visibility
• Ergonomically shaped side panels
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
•	The Bright Vest is designed to go over your
current riding jacket and has been sized to fit
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WATERPROOF PROTECTION IN
EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

Waterproof protection in extreme weather conditions.
Constructed using TriTech technology, this product is engineered
for full waterproof protection. The outer fabrics are designed to
repel water from the surface and prevent water from entering.
Waterproof protection with heat sealed tape applied to the
seams to prevent water leaking through.

RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK

STORM GUARD
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RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK
RAIN SUIT

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MFNA2046
XS – XXL BLACK
FEATURES
• Tape sealed internal seams
• Elasticated waist, hem and cuff
• Printed reflective details for increased
night-time visibility
• Duel zip opening for quick and easy access
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
•	The Rain Suit is designed to go over your
current riderwear and has been sized to fit

EXTREME MID-LAYER
MFNA2049
XS – XXL BLACK

FEATURES
• External TriTech tape sealed shell fabric construction
• Secure neoprene collar, hem and cuff for
a comfortable and controlled fit
• Waist adjusters
•	Side neck zip entry smock style creates maximum
waterproof rotection at any angle whilst riding
• Printed reflective details for increased
night-time visibility
• Ergonomically shaped side panels
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket

RAIN JACKET

MFNA2044
XS – XXL BLACK
FEATURES
• Tape sealed internal seams
• Elasticated hem and cuff
• Rubberised grip material on lower back
• Printed reflective details for increased
night-time visibility
• Ergonomically shaped side panels
• Duel zip opening for quick and easy access
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
•	The Rain Jacket is designed to go over your
current riderwear and has been sized to fit
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RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK
MFNA2045
XS – XXL BLACK
FEATURES
• Tape sealed internal seams
• Elasticated hem
• Elastic and Velcro adjustable hem
• Printed reflective details for increased
night-time visibility
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket
•	The Rain Jeans are designed to go over your
current riderwear and has been sized to fit

RAIN OVER GLOVES
MFNA2047
XS – XXL BLACK

FEATURES
• Internal TriTech waterproof membrane lining
• Elasticated cuff with additional pull cord system
• Rubber visor wipe
• Reinforced heavy duty grip material on side of boot
• Grip material on palm
• Reflective piping and print details
• Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own bag
•	The Rain Over Gloves are designed to go over your
current riding boots and have been sized to fit

RAIN OVER BOOTS

MFNA2048
XS-S (39-41) M-L (42-43) XL-XXL (44-46)
BLACK
FEATURES
• External TriTech tape sealed shell fabric construction
• Elasticated hem with additional Velcro adjuster
• Zip opening back to fit over any boot
• Reinforced heavy duty grip material on side of boot
• Webbing pull on strap
• Reflective piping and print details
• Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own bag
•	The Rain Over Boots are designed to go over your
current riding boots and have been sized to fit

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

RAIN JEANS
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HEAT RETAINING SECOND SKIN
Comfort and flexibility whilst riding is essential. Ergonomically
engineered to offer maximum comfort whilst helping to maintain
your core temperature. The superior construction allows
perspiration to evaporate away from the body. Evaporation uses
lots of energy and lowers the body temperature, this is why it is
essential not to get too sweaty but keep warm whilst riding in cold.

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK

BASE LAYERS
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RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK
MFNA2059
XS – XXL BLACK/GREY

FEATURES
• Seamless technology for maximum comfort
• Moisture management technology
• Core body temperature control

LEGGINGS BASE LAYER
MFNA2060
XS – XXL BLACK/GREY

FEATURES
• Seamless technology for maximum comfort
• Moisture management technology
• Core body temperature control

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

LONG SLEEVE BASE LAYER TOP
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RIDING ESSENTIALS PACK
BALACLAVA

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MFNA2052
ONE SIZE BLACK
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FEATURES
• Lightweight thermal knit construction
• Smooth eye opening area with no pressure point seems

HYBRID JACKET MFNS21316

TRI-STOP MID-LAYER
MFNA2050
XS – XXL BLACK

FEATURES
• Grid back soft shell fleece construction
• Elasticated hem and cuff
• Waist adjusters
•	Reflective piping at collar for increased night-time
visibility when off the bike
• Ergonomically shaped side panels
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket

These layers work best when combined with Triumph’s
base and outer layers.

TRI-STOP INNER GLOVES
MFNA2051
XS – XXL BLACK

FEATURES
• Lightweight thermal knit construction
• Elasticated cuff
•	Packable – space saving, packs down neatly
into its own pocket

These inner gloves are designed to be worn under your
existing motorcycle gloves for increased warmth whilst riding.
SIZE GUIDE

SIZE GUIDE
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MODERN
47

MODERN CLASSICS

NEW

COLOUR

BRADDAN JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MLHS20111
S-XXL BLACK

BRADDAN JACKET
MLES22103
S-XXL RACING GREEN

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve

ERGONOMICS
• Stretch flex zones for increased comfort and flexibility
• Hem adjustment

ERGONOMICS
• Stretch flex zones for increased comfort and flexibility
• Hem adjustment

MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP3 back protector

PROTECTION
• CE standard EN 17092
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP3 back protector

FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back

BRADDAN AIR
MLHS21102
S-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve
• Airflow perforation leather
ERGONOMICS
• Stretch flex zones for increased comfort and flexibility
• Hem adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans
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MODERN CLASSICS

NEW

MLES22106
S-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve
• Airflow perforation leather
ERGONOMICS
• Stretch flex zones for increased comfort and flexibility
• Hem adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE standard EN 17092
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back

VANCE JACKET
MLHS20110
S-XXL BLACK

VANCE JACKET
MLHS19E30
S-XXL BROWN

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve

ERGONOMICS
• Action back for comfortable fit whilst riding
• Hem adjustment

ERGONOMICS
• Action back for comfortable fit whilst riding
• Hem adjustment

MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector

FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• 1 zipper pocket at chest
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• 1 zipper pocket at chest
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

BRADDAN AIR RACE
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NEW

BRADDAN SPORT JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MLHS21101
S-XXL BLACK
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BRADDAN ASYMMETRIC JACKET
MLES22100
S-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve

ERGONOMICS
• Stretch flex zones for increased comfort and flexibility
• Hem adjustment

ERGONOMICS
• Stretch flex zones for increased comfort and flexibility
• Hem adjustment

MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector

PROTECTION
• CE standard EN 17092
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector

FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back

BECK 2 BLACK JACKET
MTHS20106
S-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• TriTech waterproof, windproof and breathable Z-liner
• Removable quilted vest liner
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve
ERGONOMICS
• Waist, hem and collar adjustment
• Action back for comfortable fit whilst riding
MAIN FABRIC
• 100% waxed ctton outer
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP3 back protector
FEATURES
• 4 patch pockets
• 2 hand warmer pockets
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Belted waist with option to conceal buckle
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

SIZE GUIDE

MODERN CLASSICS
MTHS20112
S-XXL KHAKI

CAMO BECK

MTHS21121
S-XXL CAMO PRINT

CLIMATE
• TriTech waterproof, windproof and breathable Z-liner
• Removable quilted vest liner
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve

CLIMATE
• TriTech waterproof, windproof and breathable Z-liner
• Removable quilted vest liner
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve

ERGONOMICS
• Waist, hem and collar adjustment
• Action back for comfortable fit whilst riding

ERGONOMICS
• Waist, hem and collar adjustment
• Action back for comfortable fit whilst riding

MAIN FABRIC
• 100% waxed ctton outer

MAIN FABRIC
• 100% waxed ctton outer

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP3 back protector

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector

FEATURES
• 4 patch pockets
• 2 hand warmer pockets
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Belted waist with option to conceal buckle
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

FEATURES
• 4 patch pockets
• 2 hand warmer pockets
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Belted waist with option to conceal buckle

SIZE GUIDE

BRADDAN WAX
MTHS21103
S-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• TriTech waterproof, windproof and breathable Z-liner
ERGONOMICS
• Collar adjustment
• Action back for comfort fit whilst riding
MAIN FABRIC
• 100% waxed ctton outer
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
FEATURES
• 2 hand zip pockets
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

BECK 2 JACKET
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NEW

BRADDAN MESH JACKET

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTHS21104
S-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Airflow mesh construction
• Removable TriTech showerproof liner
ERGONOMICS
• Action back for comfortable fit whilst riding
• Waist and hem adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• Airflow mesh, 500D Cordura and leather design details
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

LADIES BRADDAN SPORT JACKET
MLLS21105
XS-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve
ERGONOMICS
• Stretch flex zones for increased comfort and flexibility
• Hem adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

LADIES BRADDAN AIR JACKET
MLES22107
XS-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve
• Airflow perforated leather
ERGONOMICS
• Stretch flex zones for increased comfort and flexibility
• Hem adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• Top grain leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 17092
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back
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MODERN CLASSICS
MLTS20123 (BLACK) MLTS20124 (KHAKI)
XS-XXL BLACK/KHAKI
CLIMATE
• TriTech waterproof, windproof and breathable Z-liner
• Removable quilted vest liner
• Eyelet ventilation under sleeve
ERGONOMICS
• Waist, hem and collar adjustment
• Action back for comfortable fit whilst riding
MAIN FABRIC
• 100% waxed ctton outer
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP3 back protector
FEATURES
• 4 patch pockets
• 2 hand warmer pockets
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Belted waist with option to conceal buckle
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans

SIZE GUIDE

LADIES BRADDAN MESH JACKET
MLTS21106
XS-XXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Airflow mesh construction
• Removable TriTech showerproof liner

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

LADIES BECK JACKET

ERGONOMICS
• Action back for comfortable fit whilst riding
• Waist and hem adjustment
MAIN FABRIC
• Airflow mesh, 500D Cordura and leather design details
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 removable D3O®
LP1 protectors, shoulder and elbow
• CE certified to EN 1621-2 2014 removable D3O®
BP4 back protector
FEATURES
• 2 zipper pockets at lower body
• Quilted panels at upper arm and shoulder
• Reverse appliqué logo detail at lower back
• Connection zipper for attachment to any Triumph jeans
LADIES BECK JACKET MLTS20124 KHAKI
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ARMALITH® TECHNOLOGY

The performance of ARMALITH® fabric is the safety of
leather, the comfort of stretch jeans, and stunning indigos.

UHMWPE

INDIGO PIGMENT

Ultra high molecular
weight polyethylene

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

COTTON COVERING

PROTECTION ON THE OUTSIDE
Reinforced indigo yarns
(warp threads)

The genius of ‘Architexture’
is the technology is
intergrated directly
into the fabric
and not used as a
lining for a garment

COMFORT ON THE INSIDE
Cotton and lycra yarns
(weft threads)
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POLYARYLATE FIBRES

MDJS20200
28-38R INDIGO

CRANER JEAN

Polyarylate fibres are high-performance
multifilament yarns spun from liquid crystal
polymers (LCP). The only commercially
available melt-spun LCP is Vectran®. It exhibits
exceptional strength and rigidity (high tensile
and impact strength). For example, the fibre
is five times stronger than steel and ten times
stronger than aluminium. It also has excellent
creep and abrasion resistance, minimal
moisture absorption, excellent chemical
resistance, and very good property retention
at both high and low temperatures.

MDJS21107
28-38R INDIGO

CLIMATE
• Single layer construction for maximum breathability

CLIMATE
• Single layer construction for maximum breathability

ERGONOMICS
• Slim fit

ERGONOMICS
• Slim fit

MAIN FABRIC
• ARMALITH® 12oz stretch denim

MAIN FABRIC
• 13.5oz cotton / polyarylate / fabric

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 NEW removable D3O®
Ghost knee protectors
• Pockets to add CE certified D3O® hip protectors

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 NEW removable D3O®
Ghost knee protectors
• Pockets to add CE certified D3O® hip protectors

FEATURES
• 5 pocket jean styling

FEATURES
• 5 pocket jean styling

Vectran’s mechanical properties such as
tensile strength and tensile modulus are
comparable to those of Kevlar® whereas its
strength retention and creep under load
is somewhat lower. Its low temperature
performance, however, is noticeably better.
Vectran® actually increases in strength with
decreasing temperature whereas the tensile
strength of Kevlar® drops off below -20°C.
REFERS TO: CRANER JEANS / LOLA JEGGING

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

TRIUMPH X ROKKER JEAN

MODERN CLASSICS

NEW
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MODERN CLASSICS
CRANER BLACK JEAN

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MDJS21127
28-38R BLACK

LOLA JEGGING
MDJS21126
26-30R BLACK

CLIMATE
• Single layer construction for maximum breathability

CLIMATE
• Single layer construction for maximum breathability

ERGONOMICS
• Slim fit

ERGONOMICS
• Skinny fit

MAIN FABRIC
• 13.5oz cotton / polyarylate / fabric

MAIN FABRIC
• Cotton / polyarylate / fabric

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 NEW removable D3O®
Ghost knee protectors
• Pockets to add CE certified D3O® hip protectors

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 NEW removable D3O®
Ghost knee protectors
• Pockets to add CE certified D3O® hip protectors

FEATURES
• 5 pocket jean styling

FEATURES
• 5 pocket jean styling

REDGATE WP JEAN

MDJS21108
28-38R WASHED BLACK
CLIMATE
• Single layer construction for maximum comfort
• Waterproof Z-liner
ERGONOMICS
• Slim fit
MAIN FABRIC
• Stretch wax
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 1621-1 2012 NEW removable D3O®
Ghost knee protectors
FEATURES
• 5 pocket jean styling
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GLOVES

NEW

COLOUR

SULBY GLOVES

NEW

COLOUR

MGVS2210-401
XS-XXXL NATURAL

MGVS2207-500
XXS-XXXL GOLD

CLIMATE
• Airflow mesh lining for a cool and comfortable fit

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Internal D3O® knuckle protection
• Leather overlays on palm

FEATURES
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

NEW

COLOUR

SULBY MESH

MGVS2209-401
XXS-XXXL LIGHT GREY
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

HARLESTON GLOVES

FEATURES
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

NEW

COLOUR

HARLESTON GLOVES
MGVS2207-401
XS-XXXL NATURAL

CLIMATE
• 3D mesh for maximum airflow

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

MAIN FABRIC
• 3D airflow mesh
• Goat leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Internal D3O® knuckle protection
• Leather overlays on palm

FEATURES
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

FEATURES
• Stretch panelling and quilting details
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NEW

COLOUR

MGVS2211-103
XXS-XXXL BLACK

NEW

COLOUR

CALI GLOVES

MGVS2208-205
XXS-XXXL BURGUNDY

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

MAIN FABRIC
• Full perforated leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Full perforated leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

FEATURES
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

CALI GLOVES

MGVS2208-500
XXS-XXXL GOLD

NEW

GLOVES

CALI RETRO

VANCE GLOVES

MGVS2204-500
XXS-XXXL GOLD LEATHER

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels

CLIMATE
• Breathable comfort lining

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

MAIN FABRIC
• Full perforated leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Full perforated leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

FEATURES
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

FEATURES
• Classic design
• Shaped wrist

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

NEW
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GLOVES

NEW

VANCE GLOVES

MGVS2204-401
XXS-XXXL NATURAL LEATHER

NEW

VANCE GLOVES

MGVS2204-001
XXS-XXXL BLACK LEATHER

CLIMATE
• Breathable comfort lining

CLIMATE
• Breathable comfort lining

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

MAIN FABRIC
• Full perforated leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Full perforated leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

FEATURES
• Classic design
• Shaped wrist

FEATURES
• Classic design
• Shaped wrist

VANCE GLOVES

MGVS2204-601
XXS-XXXL BROWN LEATHER
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

NEW

NEW

RECKLESS GLOVES

MGVS2205-441
XXS-XXXL NUBUCK BROWN

CLIMATE
• Breathable comfort lining

CLIMATE
• Airflow mesh lining for a cool and comfortable fit

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

MAIN FABRIC
• Full perforated leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

FEATURES
• Classic design
• Shaped wrist

FEATURES
• Printed design to back of hand
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MGVS2203-602
XXS-XXXL NUBUCK BROWN
CLIMATE
• Waterproof and breathable MacTex® membrane
• Tri-Fleece lining for warmth
ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
MAIN FABRIC
• Full suede construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
FEATURES
•	Quilted palm detail

NEW

BROOKDALE SPRING

MGVS2206-500
XXS-XXXL NUBUCK GOLD
CLIMATE
• Waterproof and breathable MacTex® membrane
• Tri-Fleece lining for warmth
ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
MAIN FABRIC
• Full suede construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
FEATURES
•	Quilted palm detail

BANNER GLOVES
MGVS20118
XXS-XXXL BLACK

GLOVES

BROOKDALE AUTUMN

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels
ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays on palm
FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

BANNER GLOVES
MGVS20119
XXS-XXXL BROWN

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels
ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays on palm
FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

NEW
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GLOVES

LINTON GTX GLOVES
MGVS21119
XS-XXXL BLACK

CLIMATE
•	Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® gloves
and Gore-Grip Technology, optimal tactility
for safe grip
ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
• Stretch panelling details
• Zipper cuff
MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall
• Concealed TPU moulded knuckles

CALI GLOVES

MGVS21128
XS-XXXL BLACK
CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels
ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
• Stretch panelling details
MAIN FABRIC
• Full perforated leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall
FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems

MESH FLAG GLOVES

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MGVS20116
XS-XXXL BLACK/BLUE/RED/CREAM

RAVEN MESH GLOVES
MGVS18130
XS-XXXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Lycra and mesh combination for maximum airflow

CLIMATE
• 3D mesh for maximum airflow

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
• Zipper cuff

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
• Zipper cuff

MAIN FABRIC
• Air mesh, goat leather palm

MAIN FABRIC
• Air mesh, goat leather palm

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays on palm

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Flexible knuckle protection
• Leather overlays on palm

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling details

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
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BLACK RAVEN MESH GLOVES
MGVS20115
XS-XXXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Airflow mesh lining for a cool and comfortable fit

CLIMATE
• 3D mesh for maximum airflow

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
• Stretch panelling details

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
• Zipper cuff

MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Air mesh, goat leather palm

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Flexible knuckle protection
• Leather overlays on palm

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems

SULBY MESH GLOVES
MGVS21116
XS-XXXL BLACK

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems

MONO FLAG GLOVES
MGVS17304
XS-XXXL BLACK/CREAM

CLIMATE
• 3D mesh for maximum airflow

CLIMATE
• Light laminated lining for a cool and comfortable fit

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
• Stretch panelling details

ERGONOMICS
• Pre-curved fingers
• Stretch panelling details

MAIN FABRIC
• 3D Airflow mesh
• Goat leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Leather overlays to protect side wall
FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems

GLOVES

MGVS21126
XS-XXXL BLACK

MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction with flag appliqué
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Lightly padded finger details
FEATURES
•	Unique flag appliqué on back of hand

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

SULBY GLOVES
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GLOVES

HARLESTON GLOVES
MGVS20121
XS-XXXL BLACK

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels
ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Internal D3O® knuckle protection
• Leather overlays on palm
FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

NEWTON GLOVES

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MGVS20120
XS-XXXL BROWN

BLACK RAVEN
GTX GLOVES
MGVS20117
XS-XXXL BLACK

CLIMATE
•	Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® gloves
and Gore-Grip Technology, optimal tactility
for safe grip
ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers
• Zipper cuff
MAIN FABRIC
• Full vintage leather
PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Double leather panels on back of hand
• Leather overlays to protect side wall
FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling details

FLAG GLOVES

MGVS17303
XS-XXXL BLACK/BLUE/RED/CREAM

CLIMATE
• Breathable perforated leather panels

CLIMATE
• Light laminated lining for a cool and comfo rtable fit

ERGONOMICS
• Wrist adjustment
• Pre-curved fingers

ERGONOMICS
• Pre-curved fingers
• Stretch panelling details

MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction

MAIN FABRIC
• Full leather construction with flag appliqué

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Internal D3O® knuckle protection
• Leather overlays on palm

PROTECTION
• CE certified to EN 13594 2015
• Lightly padded finger details

FEATURES
•	Index finger with conductive technology for
use with smart phones and navigation systems
• Stretch panelling and quilting details

FEATURES
•	Unique flag appliqué on back of hand
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WORKSHOP ADDRESS TEE MTSS22022
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MERCHANDISE

WORKSHOP ADDRESS TEE
MTSS22022
XS-XXXL BLACK
100% COTTON

RECKLESS TEE

NEW

MTSS22023
XS-XXXL BONE
100% COTTON

RECKLESS TEE
MTSS22018
XS-XXXL BONE
100% COTTON

NEW

NEW

BILLY BOB TEE
MTSS22016
XS-XXXL BLACK
100% COTTON

CUSTOM TEE

MTSS22024
XS-XXXL BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

NEW

BAMBURGH TEE

MTSS20000
XS-XXXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

BAMBURGH TEE

MTSS20001
XS-XXXL BLACK IRIS/DULL GOLD
100% COTTON

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTSS22017
XS-XXXL BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

WORKSHOP ADDRESS TEE
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MTSS20006
XS-XXXL POWDER BLUE/BONE
100% COTTON

BAMBURGH TEE

COLOUR

BAMBURGH TEE

MTSS20007
XS-XXXL STONE/BLACK
100% COTTON

BAMBURGH TEE

MTSS21000
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

BURNHAM TEE

MTSS20008
XS-XXXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

BURNHAM TEE

MTSS20009
XS-XXXL BLACK IRIS/DULL GOLD
100% COTTON

BURNHAM TEE

MTSS20002
XS-XXXLPOWDER BLUE/BONE
100% COTTON

BURNHAM TEE

MTSS20003
XS-XXXL STONE/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

NEW

COLOUR

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTSS20002
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

NEW

MERCHANDISE

BAMBURGH TEE
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MERCHANDISE

BURNHAM TEE

MTSS20010
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

BURNHAM TEE

MTSS20015
XS-XXXL BLACK IRIS/DULL GOLD
100% COTTON

DITCHLING TEE

MTSS20016
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

DITCHLING TEE

MTSS22004
XS-XXXL POWDER BLUE/BONE
100% COTTON

DITCHLING TEE

MTSS22005
XS-XXXL STONE/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

NEW

COLOUR

DITCHLING TEE

MTSS20014
XS-XXXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

DITCHLING TEE

MTSS21002
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTSS21001
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

DITCHLING TEE
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MTSS20021
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/UNION JACK
100% COTTON

DEVON TEE

MTSS22010
XS-XXXL POWDER BLUE/BONE
100% COTTON

HELSTON TEE

MTSS22010
XS-XXXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

HELSTON TEE

CARTMEL TEE

MTSS21006
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

CARTMEL TEE

MTSS22000
XS-XXXL POWDER BLUE/BONE
100% COTTON

MTSS22001
XS-XXXL STONE/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

NEW

COLOUR

CARTMEL TEE

MTSS20039
XS-XXXL BLACK IRIS/DULL GOLD
100% COTTON
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTSS20023
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/UNION JACK
100% COTTON

HELSTON TEE

MERCHANDISE

OXFORD TEE
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MERCHANDISE

CARTMEL TEE

MTSS20035
XS-XXXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

CARTMEL TEE

MTSS21007
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEWLYN TEE

MTSS21027
XS-XXXL BLACK IRIS/DULL GOLD
100% COTTON

NEWLYN TEE

MTSS21028
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

NEWLYN TEE

MTSS21029
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEWLYN TEE

MTSS22008
XS-XXXL POWDER BLUE/BONE
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

NEWLYN TEE

MTSS21026
XS-XXXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTSS20036
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

CARTMEL TEE
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MTSS22009
XS-XXXL STONE/BLACK
100% COTTON

LUSTLEIGH POLO

NEW

COLOUR

MPOS20003
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/GOLD
100% COTTON

HELSTON TEE MTSS22010

LUSTLEIGH POLO

MPOS20002
XS-XXXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MPOS22013
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/JET BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

LUSTLEIGH POLO

MERCHANDISE

NEWLYN TEE
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MERCHANDISE

ADVENTURE TEE

MTLS21031
XS-XXXL BLACK/GOLD
100% COTTON

CARTMEL HOODIE

MTLS22101
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

DEAN L/S WAFFLE TEE
MTLS21013
XS-XXXL KHAKI/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

DEAN L/S WAFFLE TEE

BETTMANN L/S WAFFLE TEE

MTLS21012
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

BETTMANN L/S
WAFFLE TEE

MTLS22100
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

MTLS21011
XS-XXXL KHAKI/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

BETTMANN L/S WAFFLE TEE
MTLS21010
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MSWS20053
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE WHITE
100% COTTON

DEAN L/S WAFFLE TEE
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MSWS22011
XS-XXXL POWDER BLUE/BONE
100% COTTON

LAVENHAM SWEAT

COLOUR

LAVENHAM SWEAT

MSWS20003
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

LAVENHAM SWEAT
MSWS20005
XS-XXXL BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

DIGBY FULL ZIP HOODIE

MSWS21016
XS-XXXL GREY MARL/BLACK
100% COTTON

CARTER COACH JACKET
MTHS21129
XS-XXXL BLACK
NYLON COTTON SHELL

NEW

COLOUR

DIGBY FULL ZIP HOODIE
MSWS21015
XS-XXXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MSWS20004
XS-XXXL BLACK IRIS/DULL GOLD
100% COTTON

NEW

MERCHANDISE

LAVENHAM SWEAT
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MERCHANDISE
LYMM FULL ZIP HOODIE MSWS20052
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MTSS22014
XXS-XXL
GREY MARL/JET BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

SYDNEY

NEW

MTSS22019
XXS-XXL BONE
100% COTTON

THELMA

MTSS22020
XXS-XXL BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

NEW

LOUISE

MTSS22021
XXS-XXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

BITTEN

MTSS22026
XXS-XXL BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

NEW

GWYNEDD TEE

MTSS20051
XXS-XXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

GWYNEDD TEE

MTSS20050
XXS-XXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTSS22015
XXS-XXL
GREY JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

THELMA

MERCHANDISE

SYDNEY
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MERCHANDISE

MELROSE TEE

MTSS20056
XXS-XXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

MELROSE TEE

MTSS20052
XXS-XXL JET BLACK
100% COTTON

STOLL LONG SLEEVED WAFFLE
MTLS21019
XXS-XXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

SWAIN LONG SLEEVED WAFFLE
MTLS21020
XXS-XXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

STOLL LONG
SLEEVED WAFFLE

MTLS22102
XXS-XXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

NEW

COLOUR

SWAIN LONG
SLEEVED WAFFLE

NEW

MTLS22103
XXS-XXL WHITE/BLACK
100% COTTON

COLOUR

LYMM FULL ZIP HOODIE
MSWS20052
XXS-XXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTSS20057
XXS-XXL JET BLACK/BONE
100% COTTON

LUSS TEE
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COAST CAP MCAS20313

77

SIZE GUIDE

ACCESSORIES

DUDE CAP

MCAS22304
ONE SIZE BONE/BLACK
50% COTTON TWILL/50% POLYESTER MESH

DUDE CAP

NEW

MCAS22310
ONE SIZE BLACK/BLACK
50% COTTON TWILL/
50% POLYESTER MESH

NEW

WHYSALL CAP

NEW

MCAS22302
ONE SIZE BLACK/GUN METAL
50% COTTON TWILL/
50% POLYESTER MESH

MUNDESLEY BLACK CAP
MCAS20312
ONE SIZE BLACK
100% COTTON

WHYSALL CAP

NEW

COLOUR

MCAS22303
ONE SIZE BLACK/BONE
50% COTTON TWILL/
50% POLYESTER MESH

NEW

COLOUR

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MCAS22311
ONE SIZE KHAKI/BLACK
50% COTTON TWILL/50% POLYESTER MESH

DUDE CAP
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MCAS20311
ONE SIZE BLACK
100% COTTON

NORFOLK CAP

COAST CAP

MCAS20313
ONE SIZE BLACK/GREY
50% COTTON TWILL/
50% POLYESTER MESH

MCAS22300
ONE SIZE BONE/BLACK
50% COTTON TWILL/
50% POLYESTER MESH

COAST CAP

MCAS22300
ONE SIZE BLACK/WHITE
50% COTTON TWILL/
50% POLYESTER MESH

NEW

COLOUR

COAST CAP

NEW

COLOUR

MCAS22308
ONE SIZE KHAKI/BLACK
50% COTTON TWILL/
50% POLYESTER MESH

NEW

COLOUR

TAILOR EMBROIDERED
TRUCKER CAP

MCAS21004
ONE SIZE BLACK
50% COTTON TWILL/50% POLYESTER MESH

TAILOR EMBROIDERED
TRUCKER CAP

MCAS21005
ONE SIZE BONE/BLACK
50% COTTON TWILL/50% POLYESTER MESH
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MCAS20310
ONE SIZE BLACK
100% COTTON

COAST CAP

ACCESSORIES

MUNDESLEY GOLD CAP
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ACCESSORIES

TAILOR EMBROIDERED
TRUCKER CAP

NEW

MCAS22309
ONE SIZE BLACK/GOLD
50% COTTON TWILL/50% POLYESTER MESH

CHAMBERS EMBROIDERED
BASEBALL CAP

CHARLES BADGE
BASEBALL CAP
MCAS21002
ONE SIZE BLACK
10% COTTON TWILL

MTUS22306
ONE SIZE BLACK/BONE
93% POLYESTER/7% ELASTANE

GAMBLER

MTUS22305
ONE SIZE BLACK/BONE
93% POLYESTER/7% ELASTANE

NEW

NEW

BOLT FACE

MTUS22315
ONE SIZE RED
93% POLYESTER/7% ELASTANE

GREYSKULL

MTUS22314
ONE SIZE BONE/GREY
93% POLYESTER/7% ELASTANE

NEW

NEW

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MCAS21003
ONE SIZE BLACK
10% COTTON TWILL

COLOUR

RAISER
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NEW

MTUS22317
ONE SIZE BONE/GREY
93% POLYESTER/7% ELASTANE

BOLT FACE

NEW

GRIP NECK TUBE

MTUS20301
ONE SIZE BLACK/WHITE
95% POLYESTER/5% NYLON

JACK NECK TUBE

REFILL THERMAL NECK TUBE

CANON NECK TUBE

MTUS20302
ONE SIZE BLACK
95% POLYESTER/5% NYLON

MTUS20316
ONE SIZE BLACK/WHITE
90% POLYESTER/10% NYLON

MTUS20307
ONE SIZE RED/WHITE/BLUE
95% POLYESTER/5% NYLON

MTUS21001
ONE SIZE BLACK
95% POLYESTER/5% NYLON
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTUS22316
ONE SIZE BLACK
93% POLYESTER/7% ELASTANE

REFILL NECK TUBE

ACCESSORIES

LUCKY DICE
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ACCESSORIES

TREAD NECK TUBE

MTUS20305
ONE SIZE BLACK/GREY
95% POLYESTER/5% NYLON

TOURING NECK TUBE

PRIX NECK TUBE

MTUS20306
ONE SIZE BLACK/WHITE
95% POLYESTER/5% NYLON

MTUS22312
ONE SIZE GOLD/BLACK
93% POLYESTER/7% NYLON

LONGSTONE NECK TUBE

TRIUMPH GIFT BOXES

MTUS21000
ONE SIZE BLACK
95% POLYESTER/5% NYLON

NEW

COLOUR

MCBS16266 LARGE
MCBS16265 MEDIUM
MCBS16264 SMALL

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

MTUS20303
ONE SIZE BLACK/WHITE
95% POLYESTER/5% NYLON

PRIX NECK TUBE
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NAIL YOUR WORK/LIFE BALANCE WITH
THE RIDER BACKPACK LINE

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

Designed and tested by riders to accommodate all riding styles
from a daily commute to the longer touring ride. This new collection
of bags is focused on delivering maximum carrying capacity with
the greatest comfort whilst riding.
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RIDER BACKPACK COLLECTION
TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022
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The Rider Backpack line-up features a full suite of ergonomically
designed bags with varying luggage capacity for each rider’s needs.
Constructed from the lightest components possible to reduce stress
on the rider’s back and incorporating rider specific features to make
this the ultimate rider backpack.

25L COMMUTER BAG

35L TOURER BAG

20L EVENTS
DAY BAG

25L MODERN
CLASSICS BAG

5L SHOULDER SLING

SIZE GUIDE

20L EVENTS DAY BAG

MLUA21007

MLUA21002

ADJUSTABLE
SHOULDER SLING
EASY GRAB HANDLE

LOGO PADDED
STITCHING TO
BACK OF BAG

FRONT TOP PANEL

Left blank for
additional event
embroidery or print

RIDER BACKPACK COLLECTION

5L SHOULDER SLING

EXTERNAL
FRONT POCKET

LARGE TRIUMPH FRONT BRANDING

SIZE GUIDE

ADJUSTABLE SHOULDER SLING

TRIUMPH
EMBROIDERED
BACK PANEL

TRIUMPH BRANDED
SHOULDER STRAP

TRIUMPH BRANDED
ZIP PULLS

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

EXTERNAL
FRONT POCKET

TOP GRAB HANDLE
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RIDER BACKPACK COLLECTION

TW

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

I
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+ S

P
A
N
The seamlessly designed ‘Twist and Snap’ feature makes
closing and opening the shoulder harness simple, holds
the backpack securely in place whilst riding and is easy
to use when wearing gloves with restricted movement.
The perfect combination of aesthetics and functionality
allows the rider to simply twist the dial to unlock and
use the self-closing function by holding the clasp over
the magnet to snap closed and lock in place.
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MLUA21000
MAX WEIGHT 18KGS
AIRFLOW SHAPED PADDING

EASY ACCESS MEDICAL CARD STOW

PADDED
REINFORCED
SHOULDER
STRAPS
INTERNAL
TOP POCKET

Built to provide
quick access
to cards, cash
and keys

DISCREET
REFLECTIVE
BRANDING

STRAP CLIP HOLDERS

Eradicating loose ends being
blown around during the ride
giving a clean focused finish

AIRFLOW SHAPED
PADDING

SIZE GUIDE

TWIST FASTENER

ADDITIONAL
STERNUM
STRAP
THE RIDER
HARNESS

Dispersing
weight from
the shoulders
to the chest
and body
more evenly
– reducing
stress on
neck and spine

THE TWIST FASTENER
For ease of locking and
unlocking with gloves on

INTERNAL LAPTOP
POCKET

FULLY PADED
WAIST
STRAPS

FULLY PADDED
WAIST STRAPS

AIRFLOW SHAPED PADDING

INNER SLEEVE POCKET

With elasticated velcro
strap is ideal to store
a laptop

REINFORCED HANDLE

Gives comfortable hand carry

PADDED
REINFORCED
SHOULDER
STRAPS

EXTERNAL
TOP POCKET

Built to provide
quick access
to cards, cash
and keys

EASY GRAB
ZIP PULLS

Designed to be
easy pull with
gloves on

REFLECTIVE
BRANDING

A level of safety
for night riding

AIRFLOW SHAPED
PADDING

To back of bag reducing heat
and perspiration to rider’s back

EASY ACCESS MEDICAL CARD STOW

REINFORCED HANDLE

Gives comfortable hand carry

To back of bag reducing heat
and perspiration to rider’s back

STRAP CLIP HOLDERS

Eradicating loose ends being
blown around during the ride
giving a clean focused finish

TWIST FASTENER

ADDITIONAL
STERNUM
STRAP

THE RIDER
HARNESS

RIDER BACKPACK COLLECTION

25L COMMUTER BAG

MLUA21006
MAX WEIGHT 18KGS

Dispersing
weight from
the shoulders
to the chest
and body
more evenly
– reducing
stress on
neck and spine

THE TWIST FASTENER
For ease of locking and
unlocking with gloves on

EASY GRAB
ZIP PULLS

FULLY PADED
WAIST
STRAPS

REINFORCED
HANDLE

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

25L MODERN CLASSIC BAG
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RIDER BACKPACK COLLECTION

35L TOURER BAG
MLUA21001
MAX WEIGHT 20KGS

AIRFLOW SHAPED PADDING

INNER SLEEVE POCKET

With elasticated velcro
strap is ideal to store
a laptop

To back of bag reducing heat
and perspiration to rider’s back

REINFORCED HANDLE

Gives comfortable hand carry

PADDED
REINFORCED
SHOULDER
STRAPS

EXTERNAL
TOP POCKET

Built to provide
quick access
to cards, cash
and keys

ADDITIONAL
STERNUM STRAP
THE RIDER HARNESS

EASY ACCESS MEDICAL
CARD STOW

Dispersing weight from
the shoulders to the
chest and body more
evenly – reducing stress
on neck and spine

EASY GRAB
ZIP PULLS

Designed to be
easy pull with
gloves on

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

2 EXTERNAL
SIDE POCKETS

88

Built to provide
quick access to
small essentials

STRAP CLIP HOLDERS

BUNGEE
STRAPPING

Eradicating loose ends being
blown around during the ride
giving a clean focused finish

THE TWIST FASTENER
For ease of locking and
unlocking with gloves on

FULLY PADED
WAIST
STRAPS

For carrying
light
essentials
requiring
quick access

REFLECTIVE
BRANDING

A level of safety
for night riding

AIRFLOW SHAPED
PADDING

TWIST FASTENER

FULLY PADDED
WAIST STRAPS

BUNGEE STRAPPING

SIZE GUIDE

The collection allows for the bulk weight to be within its
contents not the bag itself including an air release valve
enabling the backpack to compress down to a smaller
size when rolling up, therefore reducing overall weight
to minimise muscle aches and tiredness.
• ULTRA STRIPPED BACK DESIGN

RIDER BACKPACK COLLECTION

The Ultra Lite collection focuses on ensuring backpacks are
as light as possible whilst maintaining strength and durability.

•S
 EAM SEALED TECHNOLOGY PROVIDING GREATER
WATER RESISTANCE
• ULTRA LIGHT STRAPPING AND BUCKLES
•R
 EFLECTIVE PRINTS FOR INCREASED VISIBILITY
IN DARK LIGHT

•A
 IR RELEASE VALVE SYSTEM ENABLING BACKPACKS
TO COMPACT SMALLER WHEN ROLLING TOP

5L ULTRA LITE
SHOULDER SLING
SIZE GUIDE

25L ULTRA LITE
TOURER

30L ULTRA LITE
TOURER

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

•A
 IR FLOW SYSTEM ALLOWING AIR TO PASS BETWEN THE
RIDER AND THE BACKPACK, REDUCING HEAT AND SWEAT
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RIDER BACKPACK COLLECTION

25L ULTRA LITE TOURER

5L ULTRA LITE SHOULDER SLING

MLUA21004
MAX WEIGHT 20KGS

MLUA21003

AIRFLOW SHAPED PADDING

REFLECTIVE BRANDING

A level of safety for night riding

ADJUSTABLE
SHOULDER SLING

To back of bag reducing heat
and perspiration to rider’s back

EXTERNAL
TOP POCKET

Built to provide
quick access
to cards, cash
and keys

TOP HANDLE

Gives
comfortable
hand carry

PADDED
REINFORCED
SHOULDER
STRAPS

EASY GRAB
ZIP PULLS

SEAM SEALED
TECHNOLOGY

ULTRA LIGHT
CONSTRUCTION

Designed to be
easy pull with
gloves on

AIR RELEASE
VALVE

PRINTED ZIP TAPE

ADDITIONAL REAR
ZIPPER TO POCKET

ADDITIONAL
STERNUM
STRAP

For roll top
design – allowing
air to escape the
backpack and
compress down
to a smaller size

STRAP CLIP
HOLDERS

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

REFLECTIVE
BRANDING

90

For extra visibility and
safety for night riding

PRINTED ZIP TAPE FOR GREATER
WATER RESISTANCE

ADJUSTABLE SHOULDER SLING

AIRFLOW SHAPED
PADDING

LIGHTWEIGHT
WAIST STRAPS

AIR RELEASE
VALVE

TOP CARRY
HANDLE

Eradicating loose
ends being blown
around during the
ride giving a clean
focused finish

TOP GRAB
HANDLE

SIZE GUIDE

MLUA21005
MAX WEIGHT 20KGS

AIR RELEASE VALVE

AIRFLOW SHAPED PADDING

For roll top design – allowing air to escape the
backpack and compress down to a smaller size

To back of bag reducing heat
and perspiration to rider’s back

TOP HANDLE

Gives comfortable
hand carry

PADDED REINFORCED
SHOULDER STRAPS

ADDITIONAL
STERNUM
STRAP

RIDER BACKPACK COLLECTION

30L ULTRA LITE TOURER

EASY GRAB
ZIP PULLS

Designed to be
easy pull with
gloves on

STRAP CLIP HOLDERS

Built to provide
quick access to
small essentials

REFLECTIVE
BRANDING

For extra visibility
and safety for
night riding

LIGHTWEIGHT
WAIST STRAPS

FRONT ELASTIC
BUNGEE

For external storage

AIRFLOW SHAPED
PADDING

SIZE GUIDE

AIR RELEASE
VALVE

TOP CARRY
HANDLE

PADDED REINFORCED
SHOULDER STRAPS

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

Eradicating loose ends being
blown around during the ride
giving a clean focused finish

2 EXTERNAL
SIDE POCKETS

91
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TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

SIZE GUIDE
Our simple size guide makes it easier to check and select your correct size
across our full range of clothing – from riding gear to casualwear.

MENS SIZES

LADIES SIZES

TROUSERS AND JEANS

TROUSERS AND JEANS

TRIUMPH

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

WAIST (CM)

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

WAIST (CM/EUROPE)

76

81

86

91

96

101

WAIST (ITALY)

46

48

50

52

54

STANDARD LENGTH

84

85

86

87

SHORT LEG SPECIFIED

76

76

76

SHORT LEG DENIM

80

80

REGULAR LEG

85

LONG LEG

91

RIDING TROUSERS
TROUSER 30''
JEAN 31’’

SPECIFIED 33’’

SPECIFIED 36’’

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

UK

8

10

12

14

16

18

106

WAIST (INCH)

26

28

30

31.5

33

34.5

56

58

WAIST (CM)

4

68

72

76

80

84

88

89

90

JACKETS / T-SHIRTS / HOODIES / ZIP THRU’S

76

76

76

76

TRIUMPH

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

80

80

80

80

80

UK (INCH)

8

10

12

14

16

18

85

85

85

85

85

85

CHEST (CM)

34

35.5

37

38.5

40

41.5

91

91

91

91

91

91

ACTUAL (CM)

86

90

94

98

102

106

JACKETS / T-SHIRTS / HOODIES / ZIP THRU’S
TRIUMPH

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

UK (INCH)

38

40

42

44

46

50

54

5

102

107

115

123

131

139

104-108

110-114

116-120

122-126

130-134

138-142

150

CHEST (CM)
ACTUAL (CM)

JACKET

TRIUMPH

JACKET

BOOTS
EU

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

UK

6.5

7

8

9

9.5

10

11

12

US

7.5

8.5

9

10

10.5

11

12

13

JPN

25.5

26.5

27.5

28

28.5

29.5

30

31

GLOVES
EU

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

UK

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

TRIUMPH CLOTHING COLLECTION 2022

Please be aware, the below chart is a size guide only. Sizes of some products
may vary due to style and cut of garments – thank you.
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